
Zivid inks distribution agreement with Ikona
Unique 3D color vision technology grows into North America

OSLO, Norway, December 14, 2018 -- Zivid, the leader in 3D vision for Industry 4.0
and robot automation, has signed a distribution agreement with Ikona Imaging for
sales and consulting of Zivid One Plus 3D color cameras in the United States.
Ikona focuses on industrial, medical, and scientific imaging with principal office in
Boston, MA.

"Ikona is excited to introduce Zivid One 3D cameras to our industrial imaging
solutions," said Ilias Levis, CEO of Ikona. "With the unique Zivid color 3D camera
solution, we can provide crystal clear color vision and software expertise to our
customers and help them solve previously impossible tasks."

"Companies automating their production lines and warehouses introducing robots
for automation need 3D eyes like Zivid One," said Raman Sharma, VP of Sales
and Marketing, Zivid Americas. "Ilias and Ikona are experienced in solving industrial
vision challenges, and together we will solidify and accelerate growth in new and
emerging markets."

Availability 

Zivid One Plus 3D color cameras are available from Ikona now, in sizes ranging
from Small and Medium, to Large. More information is available on
http://www.zivid.com/zivid-one-plus.

About Ikona

Ikona is experienced in sales, marketing and consulting of vision solution for
industrial, medical and scientific imaging applications.  Ikona’s highly technical staff
has been serving the imaging technology industry for 20 years with expertise in
camera design, optics and software. Ikona’s wide customer base ranges from
Fortune 500 companies to small end users. For more information
visit www.ikonaimaging.com

Follow Zivid Labs

LinkedIn at https://www.linkedin.com/company/zividlabs/
Twitter at https://twitter.com/zividlabs
Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/zividlabs

 

Stay in touch with Zivid



Øyvind Borgan, Marketing Director, info@zivid.com

Zivid is a market-leading provider of 3D machine vision cameras and software for next generation robotics and industrial automation systems.
Its Zivid One and Zivid One Plus products are regarded as the world’s most accurate real-time 3D color cameras and bring human-like vision
to the smart factories and warehouses of Industry 4.0.

With more than two decades of in-house R&D and in-depth expertise in optical sensors, 3D machine vision hardware and software, Zivid
enables customers to boost efficiency and productivity in a range of applications including de-palletizing, bin-picking, pick-and-place,
assembly, packaging and quality control.

The Zivid One 3D color camera has received numerous awards for its technical features, quality of data (QoD), and design implementation.
Awards include "Top Innovation Award" by inVISION Magazine, "Gold Innovators Award" by Vision Systems Design, Red Dot's “Product Design”
award, and the Research Council of Norway's prestigious “Innovation Award”. To discover how Zivid is shaping the future of 3D machine vision
visit www.zivid.com.


